1971 PROGRAM ANNOUNCED

At the end of August, the Hungarian Postal authorities announced Hungary's 1971 postage stamp program. It was emphasized that Hungary was again reducing the number of stamps to be issued, and in 1971 "only" 69 will be issued. The principle announced aim was to improve the technical quality of the emissions, and thereby keep up the interest, both domestically and outside the country, in Hungarian stamps. This all according to the October 1970 issue of the Filatelia Szemle. The following is the list of issues as presented in the above-mentioned philatelic journal. (*) indicates a semi-postal issue.

First Quarter:
Hunting and Fishing World Exhibit 8 values (*)
"Budapest '71" Set 4 values (*)
"Budapest '71" Souvenir Sheet 1 value (*)

Second Quarter:
Tenth Paintings Set 7 values
Painting Souvenir Sheet (Dürer) 1 value

Third Quarter
"Budapest '71" Set 4 values (*)
"Budapest '71" Souvenir Sheet 1 value (*)

Fourth Quarter:
Glass paintings or miniature of Viennese picture chronicle set 7 values
Souvenir Sheet as above 1 value

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3.
A MATTER OF OPINION - AN EDITORIAL

by Vic Bercz

The first year in the history of the Society for Hungarian Philately is coming to a close. All in all, I believe it has been a very successful and rewarding year. The highlights or course are: 1) the November 1969 exhibit in Fairfield that produced the spark of life for SHP, 2) SHP's incorporation as a non-profit Connecticut corporation, 3) our acceptance as Unit 34 of the American Philatelic Society, and 4) the Second Annual Exhibit of this past October. These are the high points, but many other achievements are to be seen. We have over 65 members; monthly newsletters have been published; the first of a series of monographs has been published.

We have also remained solvent! The bulk of SHP expenses have been printing and postage costs. The bulk of income is from membership dues and excess receipts at the annual exhibit. I'm sure it sounds like a pitch for money is coming, and you're right. Membership dues at the annual rate of $5.00 come due at the beginning of the year. The prompt payment of your dues will insure the fact that your society can continue to expand, and provide greater services to you. (It will also save postage for notices.)

I also wish to look briefly toward the future. I believe the best way to get something done is to establish goals and put them on the record. Below I propose several goals for SHP for the year 1971. I'd like to hear from you with comments on these or other meaningful objectives for our society.

GOALS for 1971
1. Increase membership to 100.
2. Publish a newsletter of at least twelve pages each month of the year.
3. Publish at least two additions to the monograph series.
4. Sponsor an exhibit of at least sixty frames with half the participation from outside of southern Connecticut.
5. Establish a plan through which SHP can be more meaningful to its members from outside of southern Connecticut.

1971 Stamp Program ... continued

200th anniversary of the Botanical Garden of Budapest - Flower Set 8 values
Winter Olympics at Sapporo Set 8 values
Winter Olympics Souvenir Sheet 1 value
Apollo and Szajuz milestones set 4 values
Anniversaries and Happenings: 1 value each
90th anniversary of Bartok's birth
Year of the fight against racial discrimination
100th anniversary of the Paris Commune
25th anniversary of the Hungarian Pioneer Youth Organization
Győr - 700 years old.
100th anniversary of Achim L. Andras' birth

Source of Future NEWS material.

Your editor was pleased to receive on loan a copy of the booklet "Hungarian Stamps and Their Background 1971 -- 1940" from the author, Marian Carne Zinsmeister. It was published in 1948 by "The Western Stamp Collector". We have also received the kind permission of the author to reprint any portions we may desire in the NEWS. A quick perusal of the book indicates that there are several sections that would be of broad general interest. Therefore beginning with the next issue of the NEWS we will reprint a short section of the book each month for a few months. This series will be started in January with the very informative section on the 1919 Szeged issue, Scott numbers 225-262.

September 26 Hungarian Olympic Committee Issue.
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Your editor was pleased to receive on loan a copy of the booklet "Hungarian Stamps and Their Background 1971 -- 1940" from the author, Marian Carne Zinsmeister. It was published in 1948 by "The Western Stamp Collector". We have also received the kind permission of the author to reprint any portions we may desire in the NEWS. A quick perusal of the book indicates that there are several sections that would be of broad general interest. Therefore beginning with the next issue of the NEWS we will reprint a short section of the book each month for a few months. This series will be started in January with the very informative section on the 1919 Szeged issue, Scott numbers 225-262.
LETTERS OF INTEREST

To Members of SHP:

To date I have had two responses to the piece about a specialized postal stationery catalog of Hungary. Due to the small membership number I feel this is a fair turnout for a start. I plan to work on the catalog in sections with postal cards first. Even this is a large field and I will work on this section in groups.

To make this catalog a worthwhile venture, I need the help of all who have any postal stationery at all. The items you have may be unlisted. Please write me, stating what kind of stationery you have. As sections are in rough draft, I will send copies for comparing with what is in your collection. This way the items you have can be checked. If you find varieties that are not listed, I will like to check them as well as for possible illustrations.

Please do not send stationery to me now. If you feel you have varieties that are not listed in Higgins and Gage, or Ascher, send a description or copy of the items. If necessary I will ask for them. Remember, only with your help will we have a catalog of meaning.

Jim Franz

(Developer's note: see item on page 9 of the October issue of the NEWS.)

18.11.70

Dear Sir:

I have been asked to drop you a line as Publicity Official of the Magyar Philatelic Society of Great Britain in regard to our latest society news.

At a recent meeting it was decided to hold our annual convention which usually takes place in October, on the 1st of May 1971; as this is the actual centenary day of the issue of Hungary's autonomous stamps. A major exhibition at the Great Porchester Hall, Paddington, London W2 is planned for this date. Further

and more detailed information of the convention, commemorative cover, etc. will be available for the next issue of our journal.

Our society has been in being for five and one-half years, a quarterly journal is made available to all members, also a News Letter periodically. We have a hundred or so members and at home meetings are held during the year to swap ideas and stamps. I trust this information is of use to you and you will publish it in your newsletter.

A Very Happy Christmas and Prosperous New Year.

Yours Sincerely,
John J. Latham
Warrant Officer
Royal Air Force

(Editor's note: I will attempt to get more detailed information in time for publication in the next issue of the NEWS.)

Your editor also received three letters regarding the "missing cities" in last month's article on World War I censorship offices. Many thanks to Mrs. Marvin Albina, Charles Hancock, and Joseph Genser for their responses.

17. Osijek - more commonly known as Eszék, on river Drava and the railroad running to Pecs, directly south of Mohács.
23. Stara-Pazova - also known as Opazova, etc. on a direct line between Novi-Sad and Belgrade.

The following additions to the map can then be made:

(4)

(5)
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17. Osijek - more commonly known as Eszék, on river Drava and the railroad running to Pecis, directly south of Mohács.

23. Stara-Pazova - also known as Opazova, etc. on a direct line between Novi-Sad and Belgrade.

The following additions to the map can then be made:
I was pleased to receive a note from Rabbi Joel T. Klein, a member who resides in Manchester New Hampshire, suggesting that a sales circuit be established. He also volunteered to handle the work of setting up and operating the circuit. Since then I've had the pleasure of speaking to Rabbi Klein about this, and have asked him to begin working out the necessary details. I'll have more information for you as it becomes available. I believe this effort in in very capable hands since Rabbi Klein has in the past served in this same capacity for stamp clubs when he lived in Hungary.

A recent issue of the Filateliai Szemle notes that an unusual error in the 500 korona "Har- vester" stamp of 1924 (Scott #392) has been discovered by a collector in Hungary. The error pictured below. There must be other copies of this stamp in existence. You may have one in your collection!

KI ISMERI?

A leggyorsabb, mindennap használt bővítőkész let aranyt is árakozott le nagyobb mennyiségét egy filatelistának. Aức

The cancellation below was used by the famous college town SAROSPATAK. It commemorates the 300th anniversary of the death of Comenius, (Jan Amos Komenský) the great 17th century educator and churchman. Comenius was a Moravian, and the last Bishop of the old Hussite church - the Church of the Moravian and Bohemian Brethren. He travelled and worked in

continued page 13

THE ROMANIAN OCCUPATION OVERPRINT ON HUNGARY

by Kalman V. Illyefalvi

At the end of the first World War the Austro-Hungarian empire was divided into a number of countries; a portion of Hungary was ceded to Romania in July of 1919. Various local overprints were issued by the occupying Romanian forces as there were no Romanian stamps available at this time. This article deals with the overprints made in KOLOZSVÁR (KLAUSENBURG) and in NAGYVÁRAD (GROSZWARDEIN).

The Kolozsvár overprints were issued in July of 1919 and the Nagyvárad ones in October of 1919. Both were in continuous use and were postally valid until January 1, 1922. The definitive work on the forgeries of these overprints was done by Serrane. Photographic copies of his original drawings accompany this article.

Most of what we see these days is suspect. The forgeries were issued in larger quantities than the originals by stamp dealers in Vienna and Budapest in the early 1930's for packets. Short of a highly specialized Hungarian listing, the most complete catalog listing of these overprints can be found in Michel.

The Kolozsvár issue can be differentiated from Nagyvárad by the fact that the unit of Romanian currency, BANI (100 Bani = 1 Leu), is in Roman type faces, Nagyvárad is in Italianized type. The BANI and LEU markings were typoset and short of having the complete sheet to work with, cannot be used to differentiate the genuine from the false overprint.

The central emblem is the most reliable guide to use. Figure 1 (over) shows, in a 4X enlargement, the genuine central die. Figure 2 shows all of the characteristics of counterfeits found by Serrane in the central die.
I was pleased to receive a note from Rabbi Joel T. Klein, a member who resides in Manchester New Hampshire, suggesting that a sales circuit be established. He also volunteered to handle the work of setting up and operating the circuit. Since then I've had the pleasure of speaking to Rabbi Klein about this, and have asked him to begin working out the necessary details. I'll have more information for you as it becomes available. I believe this effort in in very capable hands since Rabbi Klein has in the past served in this same capacity for stamp clubs when he lived in Hungary.

A recent issue of the Filateliai Szemle notes that an unusual error in the 500 korona "Harvester" stamp of 1924 (Scott #392) has been discovered by a collector in Hungary. The error pictured below. There must be other copies of this stamp in existence. You may have one in your collection!

KI ISMERI?

The cancellation below was used by the famous college town SAROSPATAK. It commemorates the 300th anniversary of the death of Comenius. (Jan Amos Komenský) the great 17th century educator and churchman. Comenius was a Moravian, and the last Bishop of the old Hussite church - the Church of the Moravian and Bohemian Brethren. He travelled and worked in
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The Romanian Occupation
Overprints on Hungary ... continued.

Figure 1

Editor's note: This article, by SHP member Kel Illyefalvi was originally published in the November 1968 issue of the Baltimore Philatelist. It is reprinted here, (this being the first of two parts) by the kind permission of the author.

Figure 2
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Editor's note: This article, by SHP member Kal Illyesfalvi was originally published in the November 1968 issue of the Baltimore Philatelist. It is reprinted here, (this being the first of two parts) by the kind permission of the author.
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COLLECT "HUNGARICA"

Part II of a series ... by Leslie S. Ettre

In the previous article, we tried to draw the attention of our readers to the possibility to build up a HUNGARICA collection, and defined the four types of stamps which belong to such a collection. According to our definition, the first group consists of stamps of countries other than Hungary which, by their subject or design, are related to Hungary and Hungarians. Let us now elaborate this in more detail.

These stamps can be subdivided into four categories. First, there are those stamps which depict Hungarians or persons who, in their life, were active in Hungary or were born there. For example, the Soviet Union issued Petőfi and Munkácsy stamps; Romania has stamps showing Endre Ady, János Hunyadi and his castle at Vajdahunyad (Hunedoara); furthermore, there are a number of stamps honoring Ferenc Liszt and Ignác Semmelweis. We should also mention here the stamps of Luxemburg showing Sigismund of Luxemburg, king of Hungary and German emperor, or the stamps of Austria depicting the Habsburgs who were also kings of Hungary, and for example the respective stamps of Germany, the United States, and Israel commemorating J. Joachim, J. Pulitzer, and T. Herzl, all born in Hungary.

The second category consists of stamps showing persons who had some connection to Hungary. Here I am using only one example which also shows the way of selection for this collection. It is well known that Napoleon had many battles with the Austro-Hungarian armies; on December 26, 1805, the first peace treaty between him and Austria was signed in the city of Pozsony (Bratislava); in 1809, on May 15, the day when he occupied Vienna, he issued his famous proclamation to the Hungarians calling on them to sever their connections with the Habsburgs and elect a Hungarian king, and during the military operations against the insurrection of the Hungarian nobility, in May-June of 1809, he spent some time in Hungary. Thus, a stamp on Napoleon certainly belongs to the HUNGARICA collection. However, one must select a stamp or stamps which could be related to these events as closely as possible. The solution is to select, for example, the 60 F stamp issued by the republic of Dahomey showing a portrait of Napoleon by Lefèvre painted in 1809, i.e. the year of his fighting in Hungary, or the 4 DH stamp of Ajman showing the painting of Girodet on Napoleon's entry into Vienna, on the day when he issued his proclamation to the Hungarians.

The third category consists of stamps related to events or places vital to Hungary or Hungarians. I want to give only one example: the 1955 stamp of the German Federal Republic commemorating the battle on the Lechfeld one thousand years ago where the emperor Otto the Great annihilated the Hungarian army.

Finally, the fourth category encompasses those stamps which were designed by artists of Hungarian origin. Stephen Dohnans, the designer of many U.S. stamps is probably the best known, at least here; however there are many others. Just a few examples: George Hamori who designed a number of stamps for Israel and Australia, Imre v. Meudossy, the designer of stamps for a number of South American countries, or G.L. Vasarhelyi whose name is connected to stamps of various nations, mostly belonging to the British Commonwealth; we should also not forget the many stamps issued by the members of the United Nations celebrating the International Education Year most of which show the design of Victor Vasarhelyi, the French artist of Hungarian origin (the uncle of G.L. Vasarhelyi) depicting a skull symbolizing wisdom and knowledge. I would also include in this category those stamps which were printed in Hungary such as many stamps of Albania, Algeria, and Mongolia.

This brief discussion shows the great variety of stamps which can be included in such a collection. Their selection is not simple; it requires a knowledge of history, culture, or sport. The stamps are not expensive; it is fun to find them and build up the collection. Some are illustrated on the next page.
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President's Notes ... continued

much of Europe, and was brought to Sarospatak in 1650 by Zsigmond Rákóczi. He worked at the college there until 1654, writing and explaining his epoch-making educational theories. Here he also worked out his seven-class school plan. He died in Holland in 1670. The recent Czech commemorative honoring Komensky is a nice addition to a HUNGARICA collection.

This month Hungary is issuing a new painting set (the ninth), this time featuring Church Art found in the "Christian Museum" in Esztergom. The seven stamps and souvenir sheet are pictured below.

1. Romanian stamp showing the castle of Hunyadi.
2. Romanian stamp commemorating Endre Ady.
3. German stamp commemorating the battle on the Lechfeld in 955.
4. Stamp of Czecheslovakia showing a painting of Gyula Benczur, the Hungarian painter.
5. Stamp of turkey commemorating the International Education Year with Victor Vasarhelyi's design.
6. Stamp issued by the republic of Dahomey showing the portrait of Napoleon from 1809.
7. Stamp of the Soviet Union commemorating Sándor Petőfi.

This series will be continued in next month's issue of the NEWS.
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NEW ISSUES — SETS
Singles - Mint
Used - Specialties
Occupations
F.D.C.'s

Want list filing. No Approvals.

HUNGARIA STAMP EXCHANGE
P. O. Box 75
Utica, N. Y. 13503

APL-SPA-NPS

HUNGARY
Postal History Material
Cards, Covers, Air Mail

ERRORS - VARIETIES
Philatelic Literature
Write to
William Domonkos
C/o this publication

WANTED — HUNGARY

Complete Sets, Souvenir
Sheets & Imperfs. Price
$1.00 refunded on
first order. Submit want
lists for single items
and specialties. Member
ASDA, 35 yrs. in business.
ALEXANDER MOLNAR
1729 West 12th Street
Lorain, Ohio 44052

WANTED FOR MY COLLECTION.

Airmail Covers thru 1947.

Send on approval, or send
description and price to:
Victor G. Berecz
739 Mountain Laurel Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06430

WANTED TO BUY

HUNGARIAN ZEPPELIN
Covers
Send descriptions
and prices to:
PANNONIA STAMP
P. O. Box 1154
Fairfield, Conn.
06430

WORLD-WIDE NEW ISSUE
SERVICE.
Any country or topic.
We specialize in stamps
of Hungary. Want lists
filled, also US and UN.
No deposit required.
Write for details.
J & S STAMP SERVICE.
546 Black Rock Tpke.
Fairfield, Conn. 06430

TRY US—WANT LIST SERVICE.
We carry a world wide
stock of mint and used
singles and sets; we
offer a most complete
stock of HUNGARY. Send
your lists to:
George P. Holtz
4924 Lacombe Avenue
Montreal 248,
P.Q. Canada

YOUR SOCIETY HAS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS FOR SALE.

Uniquely cacheted FDC of Hungary's St. Stephen
anniversary commemorative. $1.00
Stamped, cacheted covers with the SHP Exhibit
Station cancellation of Oct. 4, 1970. 35c
Bound, 40 page book "The Pioneer Period of
Hungarian Philately". $1.25

All are in limited quantities, so order now,
postpaid from: Society for Hungarian Philately
PO Box 1162 Samp Mortar Station, Fairfield, Conn.

The regular monthly meeting of SHP will be
held on Tuesday evening, December 15 at 7:30 PM.
It will be held as usual in the Fellowship Hall
of Our Saviour's Lutheran Church at 160 Hill Farm
Road in Fairfield. A map is below. In keeping
with the holiday spirit, no business meeting will
be held. The program will be presented by Leslie
Ettre, and will be on the history and philately
of Western Hungary, the area that was autonomous
for a few months in 1921 under the name Lajta-
banság. As usual, an auction of Hungarian
philatelic material will be held, and "door prizes"
will be drawn. Refreshments will be served.
Spouses are especially encouraged to attend this
holiday event.

A JOYOUS CHRISTMAS
AND A
HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL.

PLEASE COKE
and
BRING A FRIEND.
NEW ISSUES—SETS
Singles - Mint
Used - Specialties
Occupations
F.D.C.'s

Hungary
Want list filling. No Approvals.

HUNGARIA STAMP EXCHANGE
P. O. Box 75
Utica, N. Y. 13508
APS - SPA - NPS

WANTED — HUNGARY
Postal History Material
Cards, Covers, Air Mail
ERRORS - VARIETIES
Philatelic Literature
Write to
William Domonkos
& c/o this publication

HUNGARY
Complete Sets, Souvenir
Sheets & Imperfs. Price
list $1.00 refunded on
first order. Submit want
lists for single items
and specialties. Member
ASDA. 35 Yrs. in business.
ALEXANDER MOLNAR
1729 West 12th Street
Lorain, Ohio 44052

WANTED FOR MY COLLECTION.

AIRMAIL COVERS
THRU 1947.

Send on approval, or send
description and price to:
Victor G. Berecz
739 Mountain Laurel Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06430

HUNGARIAN SPECIALTIES
From Stampless
to 1949

Earl F. Blinn
P.O. Box 730
Woodbury, N. J.
08096

WOORLD-WIDE NEW ISSUE
SERVICE.
Any country or topic.
We specialize in stamps
of Hungary. Want lists
filled, also US and UN.
No deposit required.
Write for details.
J & S STAMP SERVICE.
546 Black Rock Tpke.
Fairfield, Conn. 06430

TRY US—WANT LIST SERVICE
We carry a world wide
stock of mint and used
singles and sets; we
offer a most complete
stock of HUNGARY. Send
your lists to:
George F. Holtz
4924 Lacombe Avenue
Montreal 248, P.Q. Canada

YOUR SOCIETY HAS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS FOR SALE.

Uniquely cacheted FDC of Hungary's St. Stephen
anniversary commemorative, $1.00
Stamped, cacheted covers with the SHP Exhibit
Station cancellation of Oct. 4, 1970. 35¢
Bound, 40 page book "The Pioneer Period of
Hungarian Philately". $1.25

All are in limited quantities, so order now,
postpaid from: Society for Hungarian Philately
PO Box 1162 Samp Mortar Station, Fairfield, Conn.

The regular monthly meeting of SHP will be
held on Tuesday evening, December 15 at 7:30 PM.
It will be held as usual in the Fellowship Hall
of Our Saviour's Lutheran Church at 160 Hill Farm
Road in Fairfield. A map is below. In keeping
with the holiday spirit, no business meeting will
be held. The program will be presented by Leslie
Etter, and will be on the history and philately
of Western Hungary, the area that was autonomous
for a few months in 1921 under the name Lajta-
banság. As usual, an auction of Hungarian
philatelic material will be held, and "door prizes"
will be drawn. Refreshments will be served.
Spouses are especially encouraged to attend this
holiday event.

A JOYOUS CHRISTMAS
AND A
HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL.
PLEASE COKE
and
BRING A FRIEND.